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Symbols:

I = Insolation, the total solar energy arriving at or near ground level, Wm-2.

ε = Solar efficiency i.e. fraction of collected solar energy converted to useful energy.
M = Mass, kg.

κ = power required by an organism per unit M2/3, Wkg-2/3.
Length = L (m).

β = width/L i.e. breadth (unitless).
t = depth/L i.e. thickness (unitless).

ρ = mass density (gcm-3).
ρair= mass density of air (~1.2gcm-3)
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Abstract
Macromolecules that could pick up sunlight directly, transport it and store it at
an energy-density equivalent to petrol do not seem a physical impossibility. If
they could also deliver up that energy on demand, without producing carbon
dioxide, and afterwards be rejuvenated by exposure to the sun, they would
constitute a benign form of Recyclable Oil (RO). Unfortunately, as we show,
the solar constant is not high enough to make a life based on such molecules
viable for most animals. However, there may be niches, for instance high in the
air, or on mountain-tops, where such a biotechnology would beat the
conventional oxygen cycle, and so thrive. As an example, we explore the
classical problem of massive pterosaurs which, although they obviously flew,
certainly could not have done so using the oxygen cycle. We show however,
that solar-powered pterosaurs fit the extensive paleontological evidence rather
well.

We

suggest

a

search

for

naturally

existing

photo-sensitive

macromolecules that could provide us the means, or at least the model, for
developing a benign form of RO. A successful search might solve some of the
serious energy problems facing us now and in the near future.
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1. Introduction
A photosensitive macromolecule (atomic weight > 10 4 ), capable of storing
solar energy equivalent to ~ 10 3 solar photons (10-19 J each) would have a power
density close to petrol (42 MJkg-1), and does not seem an impossibility given that
natural animal fats and oils have equivalent combustion energies. Why then have
animals not evolved solar power and ‘Recyclable Oil’ (RO) and so provided us with
model molecules to work from? The answer is that, with one possible exception,
animal metabolic rates are much too high to be supported by sunlight with a solar
constant of only 220 Wm-2 averaged over 24 hours. The one possible exception were
the pterosaurs, flying creatures which thrived in Mesozoic times but which vanished
65 Mya. As more massive and more complete fossils have been found it is becoming
increasingly clear (1) that their body masses, perhaps 100kg or more, must have
greatly exceeded the masses of any extant animals capable of sustained flight - which
are sharply limited (at ~12 kg) by the power-to-weight ratio achievable with an
oxygen burning physiology. Could it be that they were solar powered? Our
calculations suggest it was at least physically possible, even with efficiency of
conversion of solar energy to useful power ε of < 15%. If so this would solve a longstanding and severe aerodynamic puzzle (2-4). More to the point it suggests the
vestigial remnants of such a solar physiology may still exist among micro-organisms
and among the most closely related modern descendants of pterosaurs. While this may
seem far-fetched, the potential benefits of RO are clearly enormous. Surely it is a
possibility worth investigating?
In section 2 we show why zoological systems cannot in general rely on solar
power and why animals weighing > ~12kg could not have flown using oxygen, or
relied much on soaring. In 3 we use scaling laws to explore the limits of animal flight;
in 4 we argue that solar power with a collecting efficiency of ~10% could have
sustained flight in pterosaurs up to a weight of 180kg. In 5 we show that extensive
paleontological evidence favours solar power rather strongly and in 6 we return to the
concept of RO.
2. The problem of solar power for animals
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There is a serious mismatch between the working power required by animals
(exceeding that required for growth and maintenance) and the power they can pick up
from sunlight. With incoming solar radiation (insolation) I (Wm-2), collecting area A
and efficiency ε the average power collected would be IεA . As is well-known (5) the
metabolic rates of animals (Jkg-1) scale with mass M as M α with exponent α ~2/3
(5), probably because so many metabolic processes (e.g. respiration, circulation,
digestion, excretion etc.) take place across surfaces, which scale as M 2/3. Thus for
viability:
IεA ≥ κM 2/3

(1)

where κ is a measure of the power required by the animal per unit M 2/3 i.e.

κ = P M 2 / 3 . For an animal of length L, breadth βL (β<1) thickness tL (t<1), and mass
density ρ then:

I εβL ≥ κ ( ρtβL
2

)

3 2/3

1 ⎛ Iε ⎞
or t < ⎜ ⎟
ρ⎝ κ ⎠

3/2

(2)

Animal bodies have ρ close to water (~1000kgm-3) and κ ~5Wkg-2/3 for 1 < M <
100kg for passive metabolic function alone (5). Thus with ε ~0.1 i.e. more than twice
that of plant photosynthesis (6), t is still <1%. Only a very flat, horizontal animal
shaped like a carpet could pick up enough sunlight to maintain even its basal
metabolism. Values of ε close to 1 would be needed to sustain active creatures with
much greater t. Note that this argument is approximately true independent of scale (α
in equation (1) is actually closer to 3/4 than 2/3 (5) making it marginally harder for
larger photoelectric animals to work).
Nevertheless the advantages of a solar-powered life-style appear to be so great
– very little need of food for instance, with the attendant risks in obtaining it – that it
would confer a large evolutionary benefit. But where would a solar-powered animal
with clumsy, carpet-like proportions thrive? The obvious answer is ‘In a fluid’. Water
can probably be ruled out through a combination of light absorption and viscosity.
That leaves air. Is there, or was there ever, a flying creature which propelled and
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sustained itself largely through the use of sunlight? Just possibly yes - the pterosaurs
which thrived so abundantly in Mesozoic times, but which vanished after 150 My at
the K-T boundary (8).
Modern flying creatures, particularly birds, are highly refined aeronauts with
special adaptations such as feathers and hollow bones. Yet no bird heavier than ~12
kg can sustain flight, for two different but related reasons (7). Firstly, because of the
square-cube law, if a bird doubles its size L, its weight will rise by 8 but its wing-area
by only 4. For aerodynamic forces to balance the extra weight, the enlarged bird must
fly

2 i.e. 40% faster. But running speed is only weakly dependent on size (15) so

heavy birds cannot run fast enough to take off. Secondly, even if they could run fast
enough the available power-to-weight actually decreases as L−1 instead of increasing
as L1/2 , as required for flight (see below).
These difficulties only increase as larger and more complete pterosaur fossils
are unearthed (e.g. 1). To stand under the massively constructed 7m wing span
skeleton of Pteranodon suspended from the ceiling of the Museum of Natural History
in New York (see figure 1), is to recognise that one is in the presence of a profound
mystery. Here is a creature that could not have been sustained by oxygen, could not
have taken off from the ground (it had no effective legs), could not have landed safely
(see supplementary information), and could not have maintained itself through day
and night by continuously soaring. Furthermore, other pterosaurs such as
Quetzalcoatlus northropi were supposedly far larger with estimated wingspans up to
13m (8-10). Could they have been solar powered? And if they were could they give
us some clue as to the erstwhile existence and possible re-constitution of Recycleable
Oil?
[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]
3. The Scaling Laws of Animal Flight
Simple scaling laws (11, 12) can be used to demonstrate both the impossibility
of pterosaurs flying using oxygen and the benefits of solar power. The lift force, FL,
generated by a wing of area A travelling at velocity V through air of density ρ air is
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FL =

1
C L ρ air AV 2
2

(3)

where V2 occurs because a faster wing both encounters more air per unit time, and
deflects it downward more violently. The lift coefficient CL is a dimensionless
number encapsulating the lifting proficiency of the wing design, ~1.5 for reasonably
efficient bird wings at low speed. In level flight FL must balance the weight Mg in
which case equation (3) yields a minimum flight-speed, Vmin

Vmin

⎛ 2Mg ⎞1/ 2
=⎜
⎟
⎝ CL ρ air A ⎠

(4)

Rearranging equation (4) into scale-free terms as far as possible to highlight what is
unavoidably scale-dependent (eg A/M2/3 is a scale-free measure of how much wingarea a flyer can deploy in relation to its mass and has a value <= 1/3 even for birds
with very full wings such as eagles) :
⎡
⎤
2g
⎥
=⎢
2/3
⎢⎣CL ρ air ( A / M ) ⎥⎦

1/ 2

Vmin

⎛ M ⎞1/ 6
⎛
⎞1/ 6
−1 M
−1 2
×⎜
⎟ ≈ 10ms ⎜
⎟ ∝L
⎝1kg ⎠
⎝ 1kg ⎠

(4a)

this last because M∝L3 and A∝L2 where L is scale-size. Anyone who has seen a swan
(M = 12kg,span 2.4 m.) struggling to reach its take-off (i.e. minimum) speed of ~15
ms-1 (54 kph) will recognise the challenge for a practically legless Pteranodon with a
wingspan 3 times greater. To take off from the ground would have required a running
speed

3 x15, or 26ms-1 (94 kph) i.e. far faster than any racehorse. Behaviour

employed by no other creatures, such as crawling uphill and then diving over cliffs or
from colossal trees, has been invoked (e.g. 13, 29). Given that running speed depends
only on the proportion of body-weight devoted to running muscle (15), the largest
pterosaurs must have been barely able to crawl, and that in an age when giant
predators were ubiquitous.
Gentle landings for large pterosaurs with their extremely slender-walled (1mm
thick) bones would have been essential. However, because of reaction-time and speed
considerations, their landing precision would have been of the order of 7-10m (see
supplementary information), which would seem to rule out landing in trees, on
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ledges or nests where precision ~ 1m would be required, and would make soft
landings anywhere highly problematical.
The problems for massive flyers becomes even worse when they are in the air
– shortage of power. The drag force FD is given by an equation analogous to (3)

1
FD = C D ρ air AV 2
2

(5)

where C D is the (dimensionless) ‘drag coefficient’, which depends on both
streamlining and the proportions of the wing (area A again). The lift-to-drag-ratio
( ≡ C L /C D ) is a measure of streamlining, and incidentally how far a flyer can glide
forward in still air for each unit it will sink (~11 for a gull, ~20 for an albatross).
Since Pmin = FV the minimum power required for sustained flight will be ~ FDV i.e.

1
3
Pmin ≈ CL ρ air AVmin
2

(6)

or in more scale-free terms,
⎡ 2g ⎤
−1/ 2
1 CL
≈
ρ air × ( A / M 2 / 3 ) × ⎢
⎥
2 CL CD
⎣ CL ρ air ⎦

3/2

Pmin

⎛ M ⎞7/6
7/2
×⎜
⎟ ∝L
⎝ 1kg ⎠

Since all the other quantities are scale-free only the last (M 1kg)

(6A)

7/6

is not, implying

that the power-to-mass ratio required for sustained flight must rise as M 7/6 / M ~

M 1/ 6 or L1 / 2 . So for reasonably good avian flyers (CL ~ 1.5, CL/CD ~ 15, A/M2/3 ~ 0.3)
Pmin ≈ 4.4 × ( M /1kg)

7/6

W

(7)

implying that a proportionate flyer of human weight would need to sustain 950W.
This is far beyond the capabilities of even elite athletes (~225W sustained output, see
supplementary information). Unfortunately the power available to an animal rises
only as M 2/3 thus the power-to-mass actually declines, so that at masses not much
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more than 10 kg sustained flight becomes impossible. The reason for this is that
oxygen intake can only increase with lung area ~ L2 orM 2/3 and the same is true for
blood circulation rates. This limit on κ ≡ P(available) / M 2/3 is well-known for a wide
range of animals (5, 16). Ignoring basal metabolism ( κ ~5) it seems that the most
athletic oxygen-powered animals have a useful κ of <= 10. So from equation (6A) if
Pmin = P(available) = κM 2/3 then the upper mass limit for sustained flyers Mmax is

M max

2
1 2 ⎛ ρ air ⎞ ⎛ CL ⎞ ⎛ A ⎞
= κ ⎜ 3 ⎟CL ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ 2 / 3 ⎟
2 ⎝ g ⎠ ⎝ CD ⎠ ⎝ M ⎠

(8)

which is fundamental and scale-free i.e. independent of size. Equation (8) must
represent a stringent upper mass limit for sustained flight which, in the case of oxygen
power ( κ ≈ 10), yields:

M max ≈

⎛ 1⎞
1
2 ⎛ 1.2 ⎞
2
(10) ⎜ 3 ⎟ ×1.5 × (20) × ⎜ ⎟ = 12kg
⎝ 10 ⎠
⎝ 3⎠
2

(9)

where we have inserted the ‘best’ values attained by modern birds (11, 12). There is
thus a sharp mass ceiling to oxygen powered flight close of ~12kg in practice where
the power-to-mass required exceeds the power-to-mass available, and all the heaviest
extant birds capable of sustained flight (Mute Swan, Wandering Albatross, Griffon
Vulture), despite their different wing-plans and ecologies, conform to it very closely
(11). Nobody can say for sure what a large pteranodon weighed, but given that its
wingspan (7m) was comfortably more than twice that of the others (e.g. Mute Swan,
2.4m) a mass of 2 3 × 12 kg ~100kg seems plausible (but see (17), and later here).
Quetzelcoatlus northropi was supposedly much larger still (wingspan 12-13m).
Unless they employed revolutionary aerodynamics, far beyond the capabilities of
either birds or aeronautical engineers today, massive pterosaurs were incapable of
sustained flight based on oxygen.
As a result of the mass problem, palaeontologists have therefore appealed to
soaring – using up-draughts of air in ‘thermals’ (convection cells active on some hot
days), or along ridges transverse to the wind. But soaring is an opportunist, localised
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and unreliable form of flight, and so no birds use it that cannot fly comfortably
without (11). Even the best soaring pilots land involuntarily, despite the fact that their
machines enjoy specialised soaring characteristics 3x better than the best birds. There
is as much sink up there as lift and most soaring birds spend the great majority of their
time grounded, waiting for suitable soaring conditions. To imagine that a heavy
pterosaur, unable to take off or land safely, could rely on staying aloft by means of
soaring alone, especially at night, seems highly unlikely. The most detailed attempt at
understanding how a large pterosaur flew was forced to conclude that they must have
been gliders, which landed on their stomachs, crawled to and over cliff edges, there to
hang upside down before diving vertically into flight (17). And this was only for 7m
wingspan.
The take-off, sustained flight and landing of massive pterosaurs all remain
severe, unsolved, and worsening scientific mysteries (18). But if they had access to a
power source unavailable to other animals, and with κ > 30, they would have been
capable of indefinite sustained flight and avoided all three difficulties.
4. Solar Power and Aerodynamics.
We now demonstrate that solar power for a truly heavy pterosaur (~100 kg) is
not ruled out by merely physical considerations. With a big enough A of say 15m2
and a lift coefficient ~1.5 Vmin, according to (4) would be (2x100x10/1.5x1x1.5)1/2
~9ms-1 ~ 34kph. With CL/CD for an albatross (~20), Pmin for sustained flight would be,
from equation (6) ~0.5x(1.5/20)x1x15x93 ≈ 400W. But if the steady solar power
collected was I εA ≈ 400W this would require efficiency, ε, averaged over 24 hours,
of 400/(220x15) ~ 12%. This is encouraging because ε for plant photosynthesis is ~
4% (6). And there are several reasons to suppose that solar-powered flying animals
might have done better than plants, possibly much better. First, they could have
avoided internal shadowing e.g. of one leaf by another by pumping the active fluid
(let’s call it ‘blood’) to those surfaces most exposed to the sun. Second, they could
have used their undersurface as well to collect sunlight reflected back off the surface
(or clouds beneath them). Available upwelling (reflected) solar shortwave radiation
would depend on the albedo, α, of the surface below. α of natural surfaces across the
shortwave region ranges from ~0 zero to ~0.6 for bright deserts and > 0.9 for cloud
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tops (19, 20). So for an animal of absorbing upper and lower surfaces of area A (i.e.
2A total), solar power collected would be close to I εA(1+ α ) rather than just I εA and
so might increase by between 5 and 90%. This would allow ε < 10 and possibly as
low as 6% (see supplementary information). Third, they could have manoeuvred
specifically to optimise I εA(1+ α ) e.g. above clouds and out of shadow, and even
optimised their projected ‘collecting’ area by flying flat at high solar zenith angles
(close to nadir) and more steeply-banked and perpendicular to (across) the sun
direction at lower solar zenith angles. Small quantities of food would have been
needed only for growth and renewal, and might have been taken entirely on the wing.
What about at night? A storage capacity of 12 hours x 400W ~50MJ would
have been needed. Reducing mass by forsaking legs and much of a cardiovascular and
digestive system, a large fraction of body-weight could have been devoted to
propulsion and storage. But even if there was only 20kg (20%) of ‘blood’ or tissue
capable of storage, required night storage would amount to ~3 kJ per relevant gram.
This is very modest compared to the storage capacity of some organic macromolecules of 30 to 40 kJgm-1 (21). Note that a solar photon has an energy ~10-19 J so
that 3 kJgm-1 ~300 photons/macro-molecule of storage tissue. And if their blood
circulated every ~100s the transport requirement of 400W × 100/10kg, or 0.5 photons
per molecule, was very modest indeed. As for muscles, bird flight-muscles can deliver
a maximum continuous output of ~200-230Wkg-1 (12) so that a massive pterosaur,
with only 10 kg of muscle, could, when necessary, put on sustained speeds well above
its minimum.
The solar collection argument can also be used to explore how heavy a solar
pterosaur might grow, Mmax. Equation (9) must still be obeyed and the only term
capable of increasing Mmax by 10 is κ 2 . By definition κ ≡ P(available) / M 2/3 which,
in the case of solar energy, becomes IεA ′ / M 2/3 where A ′ is the total collecting area,
as distinct from the wing area A. For a solar pterosaur with A = A′ and birdlike
proportions (A/M2/3 no more than 0.3) κ = 220 × 0.12 × 0.3 ≈ 8, not even as a good as
its oxygen powered equivalent ( κ =10). However if A′ were even 1.5A (rather than
the 2A assumed above), κ → 8 × 1.5 = 12 . As it could largely do without guts, lungs
and legs then, for an equivalent A, M might be halved so that A M 2/3 → 0.5 instead
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of 0.3, in which case κ → 12 × (0.5 / 0.3) = 20 . If the possibility of optimising flight
for solar collection is considered as above, I might rise from 220 to 330Wm-2, in
which case κ → 20 × (330 / 220) = 30 . Thus Mmax, which rises as κ 2 A/M2/3, would rise
from 12kg to 12x(30/10)2x(0.5/0.3) = 180kg. If we know (A/M2/3) we can calculate
the wingspan b from the aspect ratio ( ≡ b 2 / A ) estimated from the fossil plan-forms (~
10 for large pterosaurs (1)) in which case b ≈ 51/2 × M1/3. So a 7m solar powered
pterosaur would weigh ~31 kg while a 180kg monster would span 12 to 13m,
consistent with the largest fossils of Quetzalcoatlus and its peers (1).
The benefit of such a large size is speed. A purely airborne existence lives at
the mercy of the wind. To avoid being blown off station small pterosaurs would, like
gulls, have had to land regularly to shelter from gales. But speed V ~ L1/2 , so a big
pterosaur (span 10m) could probably cruise upwind at 80kph for several days and
nights.
These numbers illustrate the huge physical advantages of solar powered
animal flight so well that the difficulty is not so much to explain how it occurred, if it
did, but to explain why it vanished. The much broader point, transcending
hypothetical pterosaurs, is that there may be niches where a physiology quite different
from ones we are familiar with, will work better. The recent discovery of deep-ocean
extremophiles which use hydrogen sulphide in place of oxygen highlights this
possibility (22).
5. Zoological and Paleontological Considerations
The radical nature of the Solar Powered Hypothesis (SPH henceforth) suggests
it should be rather easy to falsify by appealing to the fossil evidence. It can certainly
be used to make strong, and therefore falsifiable, predictions. Here, we present nine
predictions arising from the SPH, in descending order of strength. After each, we
present corresponding evidence (in italics) taken largely from Unwin’s recent
comprehensive review of the subject (1):
1. Pterosaur wing surfaces must have been free of all obstruction from solar radiation.
The discovery of fur, feathers, hair, scales or other opaque substances on the wing
membranes (patagia) would instantly falsify the SPH. (1) is unequivocal (p176):
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“It (the wing membrane) was not a hairy sandwich, because the thin layers of
epidermis that bounded it top and bottom seem to have been quite naked and
hairless.”.
2. Massive (>20 kg) pterosaurs could not have taken off or landed routinely or safely.
Therefore if such a monster did land (e.g. to mate and/or lay eggs) it was probably
doomed to die. So fossilized pterosaur tracks must come exclusively, or almost
exclusively, from smaller individuals (<=12kg). According to (1) recent finds
(tracks) are “unambiguously pterosaurian” (p210) and it is now supposed that
they walked on all fours: “Among the hundreds of prints that have been excavated,
some associated with birds, there is an enormous foot impression, over a third of a
meter long…that can only have been have been produced by a giant pterosaur,
most probably an azhdarchid”. This either falsifies the SPH, or the pterosaur who
made it was, literally, on its last legs.
3. If the largest pterosaurs were too large to take off or land safely then how did they
breed? If they laid eggs, as the evidence shows that some of them did, they must
have practiced dimorphism, with the females being much smaller than the males.
This should appear as a bimodal distribution of bone sizes in the fossil record.
Evidence of just such dimorphism from (23) in species well-represented in the
fossil record like Pteranodon and Rhamphorhynchus is illustrated by (1) (p158).
4. Pterosaurs must have an origin quite different from the other diapsida (reptiles,
lizards, birds etc.) to which they are supposedly related. It should be very difficult,
if not impossible, to find fossil connections between them. (1) (p64) says “The
relationships of these different kinds of diapsids to one another are well
understood, with one glaring exception: pterosaurs...”. They “...sit in splendid
isolation. Even the earliest, most basic pterosaurs … are pterosaurs through and
through, and little of what’s known of their anatomy seems to have been left
untouched by adaptations for flight, which seem to have a profound and almost
universal impact on their anatomy.”. He concludes (p137) “ …it raises the
possibility that pterosaur physiology was unlike that of any living group.”.
5. If the SPH is correct, pterosaurs must have been able to fully-spread their wings
from birth. They could hardly do that on the ground (this would be precarious even
in a nest) so they must have been able to fly at or very soon after birth. To be fed
on the nest by parents, like fledgling birds, until they reached adult size, would
imply two entirely different physiologies. Thus pterosaurs must have grown on the
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wing, leading to the prediction that different specimens of the same species would
have very different sizes – quite unlike birds. Recent discoveries (24) show that
that at least some pterosaurs laid soft-shelled eggs, inside which clearly-delineated
embryos are visible, which are thought to be perfectly adapted to fly immediately
they hatch. Unwin reports (p142) “Recent findings show that these incredible
animals probably took to the air soon after birth, and only then did they set about
the process of growing up to become adults. In other words, pterosaurs flew first
and grew later. And in some species, where the adults had a wingspan more than
10 times that of the hatchlings, they had a lot of growing to do”.
6. Pterosaurs can have left no flightless varieties in a fossil record where flightless
birds are common. Even one flightless pterosaur fossil would falsify the SPH.
Again Unwin is unequivocal (p194): “Indeed, if we compare pterosaurs with birds,
a rather strange fact emerges. While many birds are good fliers, some are rather
feeble, and numerous species have given up flying altogether. So far, however, not
one, single, flightless, pterosaur has turned up, even though flightless forms are
common in the avian fossil record.”
7. The sun is often low in the sky. The SPH would suggest that any vertical solarcollecting surfaces would therefore have been highly advantageous, possibly
essential. They should be common in the fossil record and should be such that they
did not shadow the wings. Pterosaurs often had large vertical crests on their heads
(fig 1)which have not been satisfactorily explained and had aerodynamic
costs(yaw instability) Figure 2 shows simulations of a pterosaur-like flyer with an
aspect ratio of 10, and a crest size of 2.5% of wing area, A. A head-mounted crest
is on average ~5x more effective than a wing-mounted crest. In the most extreme
cases (flying perpendicular to a very low sun), a head-mounted crest provides 2.5x
the area of a back-mounted crest and 30% more area than no crest at all.
8. Oxygen-powered animals have proportionately larger body cavities with size (viz
whales, elephants, rhinoceri, turkeys etc.) due to the constraints of the square-cube
law forcing greater increases in the surface areas of their digestive and
cardiovascular systems to keep up with their masses. By taking most, but not all, of
their energy from the sun, pterosaurs would have had no such compulsion.
Presumably they ate a little and breathed a little to digest their other food. So the
SPH predicts that they would require rather small body cavities for their size, and
that they would not expand much with their overall sizes. Instead the largest
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specimens must have striven for larger relative wing areas A/M2/3 in order to stay
aloft and might also have done away with non-essential mass, e.g. legs to walk on,
whereas smaller specimens must have been able to perch or land so as not to be
blown away by winds. There is no specific comment in (1) on these matters.
However it contains many reconstructions of pterosaurs, which imply that body
cavities were relatively tiny in the largest specimens; while their wing areas, in
proportion to mass, appear to grow with size. For instance the largest species
appear to have the most vestigial ‘legs’, while smaller ones clearly walked.
9. The pressure of the wind would probably have led to an evolutionary dichotomy
between small pterosaurs which could shelter on or near the ground, and much
larger, exclusively aerial ( κ 2 ~1000) giants with sufficient intrinsic speed to
overcome it. These latter would not have to compete with birds whereas the
former, with κ 2 of only 64, as opposed to birds with 100, might eventually lose
out. Unwin says (p258) “The last 15 million years of pterosaur history seems to
have differed in at least one way from everything that had gone before. It was
almost completely dominated by just a single clan: the long-necked, spear-jawed
azhdarchids.’ And (p260): “While some forms (azhdarchids) were only about 1 or
2 meters in wingspan, most seem to have reached at least 5 meters or so, and
adults of at least three different species grew to 10 meters or more.” These
remarks are consistent with the idea that while smaller pterosaurs mostly lost out
to birds, the very large, exclusively aerial varieties lingered on until the K-T event.
The apparently complete extinction of solar powered pterosaurs at the K-T
event is a puzzle, given that some birds survived. According to (1) (p261) “Their
fossil remains are very easy to spot, and not a single skeleton, or even a tiny fragment
of bone, has been found to indicate that somehow one or two managed to outlast the
dinosaurs.” But if, as has been suggested, the black ash associated with the event is
evidence of global fires that darkened the skies (25), then creatures relying on solar
power would have been particularly vulnerable.
If such a physiology was once so hypothetically successful, why didn’t it reevolve again afterwards? Indeed how did it evolve in the first place? Being scale-free,
equation (2) implies that even the most primitive flightless ancestors of the pterosaur
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must have been shaped like carpets, or postage stamps. How did they first take to the
air? If they found it difficult, that might explain why, at a later stage when there was
competition from (by then) well-evolved birds, solar power never mounted the air
again.
Altogether the SPH seems to stand up well against paleontological evidence.
Of the predictions above, many improbable in themselves, 1, 3-7 are consistent with
the evidence, 8 and 9 are indefinite, and only one large footprint in 2 is awkward, but
not impossible, to explain. On the other hand the alternative oxygen-powered
hypothesis remains incredible on a number of grounds. Pterosaurs couldn’t have been
hot blooded – not with large naked wing areas containing circulating blood. But they
could not have been cold blooded either because then they couldn’t sustain flight.
And if they were supposed to largely feed on the ground then the large available
muscle mass required for rapid movement is lacking, making them sitting targets for
predators.
6. Recycleable Oil
Seeing how complex the biochemistry of ordinary photosynthesis appears to
be, it seems likely that the zoological version, if it ever existed, would be complex
too, involving large macro-molecules impossible to design from scratch. Moreover
the typical solar photon is emitted by a surface at ~6,000K, and thus is a powerful
beast for macromolecules, which mostly break down at ~ 500K, to handle. Some sort
of cascade process, as in plant photosynthesis, may have been necessary, involving
several stages and several molecules. So if RO is ever to be synthesised we will have
to look to nature for inspiration. Two strategies for doing so suggest themselves.
Firstly, we might look for the closest extant descendents of the vanished
pterosaurs and to study them very carefully to see if any vestiges of their solar
biochemistry remain. Even if it is no longer their main mode of energy capture it
might remain as a useful auxiliary back-up, as soaring does for seagulls. For instance
it might be interesting to subject sun-seeking lizards to careful calorimeter
experiments while exposing them to strong artificial light. Are they merely warming
their bodies, or photochemically storing energy? Unfortunately we don’t know who
the closest living relatives of the pterosaurs, supposing there to be any, really are.
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More promising would be a search for flattish micro-organisms which may
somewhere still be using the trick we aim to capture (note that equation (1) with the
correct exponent α = 3/4 marginally favours tiny organisms because then maximum
thickness t in equation (2) falls as L−1/3 ). Some organisms, such as corals, have
secreted and exploited photo-sensitive chloroplasts, stolen from the plant world. If
that makes sense yet others, which have escaped notice so far, may be trapping
sunlight directly for themselves. Bacteriorhodopsin (26), for example, is a small
stable protein that enables salt tolerant micro-organisms to flourish in otherwise harsh
environments by using sunlight as their sole source of energy. It changes its structure
in response to visible light and harnesses the captured energy by pumping protons
across membranes. Some aspects of photosynthesis, in particular the formation of
ATP, suggest that “The original development of the use of light by organisms may
have been primarily for the storage of energy rather than for the synthesis of new
organic matter” (27). Because equation (2) is scale-free the sugar-oxygen cycle will
always be preferred in normal circumstances, even at the microbial level. However
there may be environments, very high mountaintops for example, where oxygen
and/or sugar are hard to come by, and a niche exists for solar powered microbes. We
should look. If microbes can evolve to live in aircraft fuel-tanks, and rats to live on
Warfarin, it seems hardly beyond the bounds of possibility that some microbe
somewhere would have adapted to eat sunlight.
At first sight RO may seem to be an impossible, even a laughable dream. But
given the complexity that we know evolution is capable of, developing a zoological,
closed-cycle, photo-capturing process with 10% efficiency and a storage-capacity of
10kJgm-1, seems a small thing by comparison. The fact that it wouldn’t have been as
powerful as the conventional oxygen-based cycle for animals shaped like ourselves,
living where we do, doesn’t mean that it didn’t exist, or doesn’t exist, somewhere. We
should make some effort to look for and copy it – before it’s too late.
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Figure legends
Figure

1

From:

http://cache-media.britannica.com/eb-media/39/3639-004-

3830FF33.jpg courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History, New York.
Figure 2 Upper panels: a pterosaur-like flyer with back-mounted (left) and headmounted (right) crest. Lower panel: mean and maximum % increase in available area
for the two configurations over a flyer with no crest, over solar azimuth angles from
0-180°. The mean is over solar zenith angles > 5° above the horizon. The maximum
% increase occurs where the sun is lowest in the sky, at an azimuth angle strongly
dependent on the position of the crest (note that at lower sun angles, available solar
radiation is much lower).
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